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2009
COMPUTER NETWORKING

Time Allotted : 3 Hours Full Marks : 70

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as
far as practicable.

Answer any five questions by taking at least two from each group.

GROUP - A

1. a) Write a short note on ISO-OSI reference model.

b) Compare ISO-OSI model with TCP/IP model by

mentioning the important differences.

c) What do you mean by Network Topology ?

d) Classify computer networks in terms of their sizes. 

5 + 3 + 2 + 4

2. a) Write short notes on the following :

i) Manchester Encoding

ii) FSK.

b) What is the difference between amplifier and repeater ?
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c) What do you mean by Channel capacity.

d) State Shannon's formula for Channel Capacity on Noisy

Channel.

e) A noiseless channel is sampled every 1 m sec. What is

the maximum data rate ?

f) What is signal-to-noise ratio needed to put a T1 carrier

on a 50 kHz line ? The data rate of a T1 carrier is

1·544 Mbps. ( 2 × 2 ) + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2

3. a) Discuss how Framing can be done using starting and

ending flags with bit stuffing. Give example.

b) Discuss with example how Hamming code may be used

to correct Burst errors.

c) Derive the condition for CRC so that it can catch all

errors consisting of an odd number of inverted bits.

d) Discuss how Go-Back-N ARQ protocol deals with the

case of Damaged Frame. 3 + 4 + 3 + 4

4. a) Show that the maximum throughput of slotted ALOHA

system is twice that of pure ALOHA system.

b) What do you mean by CSMA/CD protocol ?

c) Discuss Binary countdown as Collision-Free Protocol.

Give example wherever necessary.

d) What do you mean by limited contention protocols ?

6 + 2 + 4 + 2
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GROUP – B

5. a) What is Digital Signature ? Write a short note on RSA

Algorithm ? 2 + 4  

b) When is subnetting necessary ? A company has been

assigned a network address 192·168, 146·0/24 and it

needs to define six subnets. Write down 3rd & 4th

subnet network address and mask address for entire

network. 5

c) Write a Multicast netmask address ? Justify your

answer. 3

6. a) Explain the mapping between Listen, Accept System

Calls and TCP ( SYN, SYN + ACK, ACK Segments )

connection establishment mechanism. 3

b) Show congestion control diagram using the following

scenario. Assume a maximum window size of 64

segments. 6

i) Three duplicate ACKs are received after the fourth

RTT.

ii) A Timeout occurs after the sixth RTT.

c) How is data transferred through the TCP/IP Protocol

stack ? 5

7. a) Why is IP address length larger than port address

length ? 2

b) Why is ARP protocol required in TCP/IP protocol    

stack ? 3
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c) What is the purpose of providing two separate protocols

UDP and TCP in the transport layer of the TCP/IP

architecture ? 3

d) Define congestion. What is the difference between

congestion control & flow control ? 2 + 4

8. a) Why is path vector routing algorithm required for data

communication ? 3

b) Explain count to infinity and split horizon method. 6

c) Differentiate static routing from dynamic routing ?

Explain various fields of a typical routing table. 3 + 2

                  


